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and distance are representative for our world, then for many
further and play around with a subdivision of the An'VmrmlrnPnl
practical purposes mass and distance can be treated as additive.
variance. Analogous to the customary subdivision ofthe
In a situation where different models cannot be discriminated
variance Vg into a number of components, the additive
with reasonable effort, a choice between them can become very
variance Va' the dominance variance Vd, interaction (
important ifwe want to extrapolate. When we require interpola
variance Vi:
tion only, structurally incorrect models with a good fit to data
Vg = Va + Vd + Vi' ..
can still be very helpfuL The past two decades have given us
good examples of both in the field of macro-economics.
it is possible to subdivide the environmental variance,
Many people, ifnot most, think in tenns ofaddition. My best
example, into a component due to temperature, a COlnpOn~:lllt
example to illustrate this comes from a practical joke I was
due to food abundance and the rest due to unexplained <on'Vlrl.n,
marginally involved in. Living on the fourth floor of a six-story
mental variance. The reason why this isn't customary is
student residence, we stuck an index card in the elevator with
quantitative genetics has been developed and is mostly
the text: "Button 6 out oforder, press 2 & 4." Some victims used
in the controlled laboratory and agricultural environment.
the stairs from the fourth floor up for days. It would be most
use F for known environmental factors, we cOuld write
interesting to turn this joke into an experiment and to compare
example as:
the reactions to this obViously false additivity in departments of
psychology, physics, biology, engineering and law.
P = G + F t + Fr + E
I heartily concur with Wahlsten that (a) it is silly to conclude
at the individual level.
that two factors are "trufy" additive if an interaction is not
Where the contribution to the phenotype from tpTnn.o,.,,~.,~;,..
demonstrable and (b) that one should have a realistic idea of the
conditions depends on the genotype, we could
power of tests. Problems of interpretation arise from both
reaction norm for temperature as:
under- and overpowered tests. It is useful to point out the
relatively low power of tests for interactions. What I miss,
F t = f(G,T)
however, is general advice. Creating a greater diversity of
or, in words: The effect of temperature on the phenotype is
circumstances, not only through extending the range of vari
function of the genotype and temperature. A simple
ables, is probably the best general recipe for increasing the
might be a sum of two independent effects. Using a
discriminatory power of tests.
helpful in that it allows us to maintain a distinction between
Wahlsten creates the impression that it is criminal to treat the
real world as additive. I see a contradiction between his treat
mean effect of an environmental factor on phenotype
genotype-specific deviations.
ment of transformations that might improve additivity and his
Conclusion. Quantitative genetics is very much a top
stated aim of better understanding developmental processes. In
my experiJmce, knOWing which transformations should be ap
approach, using extreme simplifications to concentrate
plied contains a wealth ofinformation in itself. At the same time,
most important quantitative aspects. Of all the sinllpljti(~atiions.
made and of all the distortions of reality that are thprphir
the very same process may be additive or multiplicative de
introduced, assuming additivity often adds only relatively
pending on the level of observation. At the population level,
reproduction is best described as a multiplicative process; at the
errors. Ifsome people conclude in some cases that their ""-<"Ul""
shows true/real additivity, one should fulminate much
individual level we normally ask different questions, e. g., ques
against the true/real than against the additivity.
tions concerning the timing of events. In this context the
reproductive process can be adequately described by: 1 + 1 3
Apart from the fact that in my area predicting the response
or occasionally 4.
selection is directly relevant, but rather difficult, studying
ecology (in its literal sense of relations to the environment)
What Is required to study mechanisms? One gets the strong
subdivisions of the phenotypic variance is an important way
impression that Wahlsten's target article has a generally valid
gain insight into the mechanisms of gellotYP4e-envilrOl:1ment
methodological point, namely, that the test for an interaction in
interactions. As far as I can judge, the latter would be equally
an ANOVA is not so powerful, but .that most of its space is
valid
in a psychological context. It is then probably most impor-·
devoted to a topical rather local debate. Creating a dichotomy
tant to choose one's environmental means very
between investigating mechanisms and calculating heritabilities
Recommended further reading: The Bioscience
is rather odd to me, because the very reason why my colleagues
on reaction norms (July/ August 1989) with
and I calculate heritabilities is to gain an understanding of
Stearns (1989), Scharloo (1989), Schlichting (1989),
.
mechanisms of micro-evolutionary change. My own fitlJd is
(1989), and van Noordwijk (1989) gives an overview of many
evolutionary biology, and more specifically genetic ecology,
different ways to study interactions of genes and environment.
which can be described as the application ofquantitative genet
ics to natural populations. Natural populations
tend to courtesy
live in
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Goals and methods: The study of
In my eyes it is likely that for adapted organisms, most traits are
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The central thesis ofthe target article is that the statistical
Thus, a heritability estimate becomes as much an ecological
parameter as a genetic parameter. One can take this a step
power of two-way analysis of variance to detect certain
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of interaction or nonadditivity is substantially less
the power to detect main effects in the same circum
.+.,'n""'~ Among the 26 commentators on this article, 24
'nV"""'<~ agreement in one form or another with this claim.
is gratifying, but not entirely surprising, because the
had been made some time ago by Neyman (1935)
has been reiterated from time to time in the liter
. It is apparent that several commentators (Dawes,
IJ"""~'''~~'''''' Maxwell) had already addressed this matter
their teaching and scholarly studies, if not in print. It
be admitted, however, that many researchers in the
and brain sciences were not aware of the
of the difficulty, or of its history. The target article
the magnitude of the difference in power
lCo.;;U'""",')' for a multiplicative model and several other
IteJrnativ(~s to additivity. This' should help to
an awareness of the problem among readers, but,
predicts and several commentators confirm, it is
'V'""n~"J to dissuade the advocates of heritability analysis
practising their art. The various commentaries illus
with great clarity how the different perspectives and
of investigators condition their attitudes towards
methods.
Ques1:iorI8 of power and light. Several commentators

pe:rsu,asivellv that the problem of low power could
or expressed differently and perhaps more

",h"rli~.rI

demonstrates clearly how the linear contrast for
in a 2 x 2 design can help us compare different
interaction and their main effects. Using this
with the Y = (jh)(ke) model when h = e = 1, the
would be

~
~
for the strain difference would be (4 + 2) - (2
and for H X E interaction would be (4 - 2) - (2
This humble example does get at the essence of
I believe (with Lachenbruch 1988) the sample
to achieve a specified degree of power
in:veJ'sellv proportional to, the square of the
implies that about nine times as many
,per cell will be needed to detect the multi
lu..,rHI'·nn,n compared to the main effect (see
. The relative sample sizes indi
Cldiitional quantity of subjects, time, and grant
detect real nonadditivity in the data.
lnlr"'~"n'~" valuable advice on the proper way to
in multiple regression analysis.
expresses the problem in terms of the
group means across the various
two rat strains respond the same way
the correlation will be very
'''''''''''~lll square for interaction according to his
approach zero. If there is no correlation,
is strongly affected by the treatment
no change at all, interaction should
'This should apply to the scenario por-

trayed by Kline, in which one main effect is much larger
than the other but the interaction is significant. If they
respond in opposite ways, yielding a negative correlation,
interaction should predominate. Denenberg suggests
that the power of the test ofinteraction will be lower than
for the main effects only when the correlation is positive.
However, my example ofY = a + bX, Case 1, in Figure
2(a) of the target article suggests that the power to detect
the interaction can be lower than for the main effect when
the correlation is negative. Denenberg's formula (3) ap
plies to sample data, whereas power calculations require
population parameters derived from a model specified a
priori. As suggested by Maxwell, the respective degrees
of freedom are also part of the story; that is, the number of
strains and treatment conditions as well as the correlation
across treatments must be considered.
Maxwell casts further light on the subject by showing
that, the ordinal versus disordinal distinction between
kinds of interactions does inform us about relative power
in the specific instance of the. 2 X 2 design when the
degrees of freedom for main effects and interaction are
identical. I agree with his contention that, for larger
designs, the power of the test of interaction can be
increased by using a planned contrast to test for an
optimal interaction subeffect. Presuming that the test is
planned before peeking at the results, this is feasible only
when one has a good idea about the nature of the biolog~
ical or psychological processes involved. Those aiming
simply to partition variance may be stuck with the feeble
global F test of interaction.
CicChetti proposes that computer simulation be used to
explore further aspects of the problem which may not be
amenable to the technique I used. Cmszar, & Gollin and
Maxwell make a similar suggestion. The Soper et at.
(1988) and Adams et at. (1985) studies mentioned by
Cicchetti as well as the study by Heth et all"(1989) provide
excellent examples of the utility of this approach. When I
first presented a paper on this topic at the Behavior
Genetics Association meeting in Minneapolis (Wahlsten
1987a), I used a Monte Carlo program written in "c" to
obtain a quick estimate of relative power for a 5 x 5
design. Subsequently, I adopted the algebraiC method
because of its greater apparent,elegance, but I acknowl
edge that there will be trouble extending it to situations
where a computer simulation would work readily. For
example, Chiszar & Gollin point out that ANOVA main
effects and Type I errors may be relatively robust against
nonnormality or heterogeneity ofvariance, but that these
issues have not been welL'evaluated with regard to in
teraction or type II errors. These and other violations of
assumptions could be incorporated into a Monte Carlo
study, with due attention to the properties of the random
number generator (Press et aL 1988, Chap. 7).
Several commentators recommend alternative ap
proaches to the standard ANOVA rather than increasing
sample size. Bullock maintains that the larger n does not
solve the root problem affiicting behavior genetics; he
calls for the use of consistency checks on the results of
ANOVA and better training of psychologists in applied
mathematics. His remedies have considerable merit. I
contend that jf one wishes to rely on the results of
ANOVA to assess interaction, larger samples ought to be
used. At the same time, in section 12 ofthe target article I
note that the global F-test is not necessarily the best
BEHAVIORAL AND BRAIN SCIENCES (1990) 13:1
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solution. earlier & Marchaland propose Bayesian in
ference as a cure for some ofthe shortcomings of ANOVA,
because decisions about significance are contingent upon
effect size. Bayesian methods also incorporate explicit
statements about the investigators' beliefs (Berger &
Berry 1988) and thereby discourage impetuous accep
tance of the null hypothesis. Both consistency checks and
Bayesian inference can help to avoid the worst pitfalls of
ANOVA, as can the likelihood ratio test advocated by
Marler (1980) as wen as by McGuffin & Katz. Goodall
informs us of a forthcoming volume on ANOVA which
addresses these issues directly, so that our minds can
remain open to new procedures. However, I doubt that
any mathematical method can obviate the need for larger
samples when one is seekjng to make a finer discrimina
tion or to test for subtler. effects such as multiplicative
interaction. Better math can increase efficiency and re
duce the drain on scarce research funds, but this cannot
equate the sensitivities of even the best test to large and
small effects.
Of course, extending the range of circumstances to
achieve higher power, as suggested by Henderson and by
Van Noordwijk, could preclude the need for larger sam
ples if the experiment allows for this; but the power of
ANOVA will still btl lower for the interaction than the
main effects if Hand E are multiplicative.
2. General!lY of the model. Two commentators (Kem

pthome, Schonemann) assert that a random-effects
rather than a fixed-effects model should have been used.
Although neither claims definitively that the problem of
low power to detect interaction would disappear with a
random-effects model, they suggest that the central the
sis is not established beyond doubt in the target article.
Neither elaborates reasons why one model is preferable.
Having reconsidered the question, I still think the fixed
effects model is appropriate for the present purpose.
Furthermore, the central conclusion would not be al
tered by using the random effects model; on the contrary,
the power to detect heredity by environment (H X E)
interaction would be even lower than with a fixed-effects
modeL
The main issue in chOOSing the model is the generality
of the results. With fixed effects involving, for example,
two inbred mouse strains. reared in two environments,
the results must be considered specific to the strains and
environments actually studied. On the other hand, if
several genotypes are sampled randomly from a larger
population of diverse genotypes, as proposed by Kemp
thorne, and several rearing environments are similarly
chosen, then results can legitimately be applied to the
entire population.
Let us ask: How do the users of two-way factorial
designs actually choose their animal subjects and levels of
environment, and what sorts of generalizations do they
make? As Henderson confirms, when rodents or flies are
the subjects, it is customary and wise to choose strains
likely to have extreme scores or, as advocated by Ward
(1985), known to differ greatly at a large number of
genetic loci. It is common practice to test a wide variety of
strains and then choose two with extreme scores for
further genetic analysis (Bauer & Sokolowski 1985;
Wimer & Wimer 1982). Alternatively, selective breeding
may be used to produce a maximum difference in behavBEHAVIORAL AND BRAIN SCIENCES (1990) 13:1

ior (Brush et a1. 1985; Ricker & Hirsch 1988). Environ
ments are typically chosen to yield a large difference in
outcome, and care is exercised to restrict conclusions to
the conditions actually observed.
The 2 X 2 design in particular inherently lacks gener
ality. Even if the uninitiated were to choose strains and
levels of environment entirely at random with the most
inscrutable ofcomputer programs, I cannot imagine even
one experienced researcher accepting the results as rep
resentative of a wide range of strains and treatments.
When two- and three-way factorial designs are used,
relatively few levels of each factor are commonplace. It is
not at all surprising therefore that tabulations of power of
ANOVA, such as those by Cohen (1988) as well as Rotton
and Schonemann himself (1978), often restrict attention
to fixed effects models.
If the design· of the experiment does indeed warrant
use of a random effects model, the power of the test of H
X E interaction can be readily estimated. Koele (1982)
considers a two-way design where the significance of the
interaction term is tested against the error mean squares
using the critical ratio F c' If the true variance of interac
tion effects is o1B and the error variance is O'~, the resultis
Power

=

Pr {F ;;: Fc/(l

+ nO' 2AB/0';)}'

In the target article I follow Cohen's convention for effect
size f as the ratio of standard deviations. For two-way
interaction 0'AB/O'"
fp Thus,
Power

=:;

Pr {F ;;: FJ{1

+ nff)}.

Although Kempthorne suggests that the power of the
interaction effect in a random effects design can be
assessed with Tang's tables of the noncentral F distribu
tion, Scheffe (1959, p. 227), Koele (1982) and
Schonemann argue that the central F distribution is ap
propriate in this situation. Let us now compare the power
of the same interaction effect size estimated (a) as in
Cohen (1988) under the fixed effects model with the
non central F distribution, as done in the target article,
and (b) under the random effects model as in Koele (1982)
with the central F distribution. Let there be five levels
each of heredity and environment with 10 subjects· in
each of 25 groups, and let« = 0.05. The power to detect
H x E interaction is generally lower under the random
effects model.
The test of main effects under a random effects model is
properly done with respect to the interaction mean
squares if the interaction is indeed Significant. This out~
come will have devastating consequences for the power of
tests of main effects; but it will occur rarely because oflow
power and is not pertinent to the theme of the target
article, where the focus is on situations in which there
really is interaction but the researcher concludes that
there is none. In such a situation, one may decide to test
the main effects against the error term, a step to be taken
with trepidation (Hays 1988) although it is often taken in
practice. Suppose the main effect size for heredity or a
strain difference is 0.4 in a 5 X 5 experiment with 10 mice·
per group. As shown in the target article, under a fixed
effects model the power to detect the main effect will be.
. greater than 99%, whereas with random effects it will be.
46%. Multiplicative interaction with equally spaced lev~
eis of Hand E will have a corresponding effect size of
0.189, which will yield power of36% under a fixed effects .•
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(%) of 5 x 5 ANOVA to detect interaction

fIXed effects and random effects models with
0.05.
effect sizes when n = 10 and Of

Fixed effects
6
11
41

Random effects
6

84

9
27
59

99

84

24% under random effects. That is, under a
model the power to detect the H x E
is considerably lower than to detect the main
but the difference in power is not as great
The cen tral thesis of the target article
under a random effects model as it is usually
afixed effects model is appropriate to the
and conclusions are the same under a
~·I0'.L"''''''' model in any event, Schonemann's alle
of "quality control" on the part of the
BBS referee reports is without merit. It
how Rotton and Schonemann (1978)
'in factorial designs interaction tests seldom
lP:1t"1h""pr of main effect tests" and provided an
yet now Schonemann neither claims
repeats this unequivocal remark.
of the models. Several commentators sug
complete model of heredity and environ
be used. If one were to propose a viable
behavior, without doubt several addi
should be considered. The two-way fac
genetically uniform inbred strains ran
\a~!;igtled to extreme environments as outlined in
is aimed expressly at avoiding certain
order to reveal the fundamental problem
.interaction in the clearest possible way.
Dudley, Harrington, Kempthorne,
.,""......,,"....Ul & Katz argue that heredity and
be correlated, and that such covariance
in Ii realistic model of behavior. For the
sOciety or animal populations outside the
.
. Confounding of Hand E, an ex
,co"ariance, can make the estimation of
Ie, and covariance occasioned
influenced behavioral modification or
~V.UUlvlll can wreak havoc in a path
.VQ.ldbJBrg,er (1978) and Taylor (1980) have
minimally complete models suffer from
in which there are more parameters
than there are observed correlations
also suggests that structural equa
results when two regression coeffi
in sign, so that interaction will fail to
of sample size. 111e critique hy Kem-

pthorne (1978) of prevalent misconceptions is most infor
mative, as is the review of additional criticisms by Dudley
and Hirsch. Let me assure these astute commentators
and BBS readers that I do not think H x E interaction
poses the only challenge to heritability analysis. The two
way factorial design using inbred strains minimizes
covariance, as Crusio notes; and omitting such an effect
from the ANOVA model can be justified in the target
article and in the laboratory when an experiment of this
kind is done.
Kline questions the relevance of studies of nonhuman
animals to humans because "man alone" has a strong
influence on the environment. My reading of behavioral
ecology suggests otherwise. Bullock states that humans
are the "most extreme" in this respect but are not alone.
The very essence ofanimal behavior is transformation and
creation ofthe environment, as should be apparent in the
cycle of ingestion, digestion, and excretion, as well as in
the phenomena of habitat selection, burrowing or nest
construction, etc. Chiszar & Gollin stress the "inter
definition of genome, organism, and ecosystem." Lewon
tin (1982) also explains very well the interpenetration of
the organism and its environment. In the laboratory we
attempt to restrict the operation of some of these pro
cesses in order to simplify and analyze mechanisms. Just
as Mendel needed a uniform plot ofground to reveal laws
of genetic transmission, so is precise control of heredity
and environment in the lab helpful to document interac
tion. In society at large we should expect to find both
Mendelian inheritance and heredity-environment in
teraction, and we should be skeptical of any model which
presumes the presence of one but the absence of the
other.
Dudley and McGuffin & Katz propose that a realistic
model ought to incorporate interactions between genes at
different loci (epistasis) as well as between genes and
environment. This is especially important when one
wishes to analyze the components of global heredity,
which can only be done with cross-breeding schemes.
Comparing several inbred strains varies heredity but
cannot further elucidate its mechanisms. As mentioned
by Crow, there is abundant evidence that the conse
quences of genes at one locus depend on genotype at
other loci. This has been amply demonstrated for mouse
pigmentation (Lamoreux & Pendergast 1987), obesity
diabetes (Coleman 1981), and brain development (Bill
ings-Gagliardi & Wolf 1988; Kerner & Carson 1986), and
evidence is sometimes found for behavior (Bateson &
D'Udine 1986). When one~is attempting to understand
the dynamics of developmil'nt, these phenomena can be
most informative. Contrary to the claim by Crow that
inbreeding reduces error variation, inbreeding often in
creases phenotypic variance above the level seen in F 1
hybrids (Hyde 1973; Palmer & Strobeck 1986), and this
may very well stem from epistatic interaction.
If a more complex model were' formulated to take
account of several kinds of covarianee and gene-gene
interaction as well as heredity-environment interaction,
the sensitivity ofthe test ofinteraction would very proba
bly be extremely low - if a decisive test could be formu
lated at all for humans. The 2 x 2 test proposed by Plomin
et a1. (1977) is not valid because it Classifies adoptees by
phenotype of biological parents rather than the adoptees'
own genotypcs. Any test of G x E interaction must
BEHAVIORAL AND BRAIN SCIENCES (1990) 13:1
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involve replicated genotypes reared in different environ
ments. Otherwise, innumerable combinations of genes
and environments can yield the same phenotypic out
come. The target article concentrated on the 2 X 2 test of
interaction because it is advocated by well-known
spokesmen for behavior genetics. The point is made that
even if one considers this test credible for humans (which
I do not) the p~wer is usually so low that any negative
results must be inconclusive. The great confidence with
which some researchers proclaim the absence or rarity of
H X E interactions is not warranted by the shaky ladder of
dubious assumptions on which they stand.
.
4. Focus on development. The, target article contrasted
two research agendas: the study of development and the
partitioning of variance. The commentaries indicate that
this dichotomy was no figment of my imagination. Devel
opmentalists have very little interest or faith in assigning
definite percentages of variance to contributing causes.
Inferential statistics may be used as an aid to decision
making, but the statistical models are not reified the way
they so often are in behavior genetics. The developmen
tal perspective in no way denies the importance of genes
or espouses "genetic nihilism," as implied by Hender
son. Interactionism advances beyond the sterile nature
nurture dichotomy inherent in the ubiqUitous G + E of
human behavior genetics.
Booksteill stresses that "the scientist needs to know the
form of f," the function relating heredity and environ
ment. Bullock says we need "quantitative models of
actual processes." Cheverud wants us to improve the
genetic analysis ofdevelopment by generating "develop
mental models which would help guide the analysis."
Chiszar & Collin seek "the adduction of the organizing
principles that mediate development." Crusio urges the
use of genetic techniques for studying causal rela··
tionships between brain and behavior. Harrington
instructs us that "for explanatory purposes a model must
be logically and theoretically, not empirically, based,"
and he shows how a developmental perspective can
specify the proper order of entry of variables into a
multiple regression equation. Lipp argues that "under
standing the target" ofgene action should precede studies
of how genes affect it. Maxwell stresses the importance of
developing a "correct model of the phenomenon under
study." Nyborg is after precise knowledge about "the
character, mechanisms, and locus of action" of causes,
and he is not satisfied with gene effects that are "assumed
rather than localized and specified."
Explorations of physiologically real interactions can
lead to noteworthy progress in our understanding of
ontogeny (e.g. Beardsley 1988; Ingham 1988; Vardimon
et aL 1988; Yeakley et al. 1987). The hypotheses proposed
by Lipp and Nyborg exemplify the fruitfulness of a
developmental perspective. Lipp proposes that later act
ing "psychogenes" will tend to affect neural systems at a
higher hierarchical level, and that single gene effects are
more likely to be observed on complex behaviors. This
approach to behavior genetics is meaningful for the devel
opmentalist. Nyborg envisions bidirectional relations in a
way that informs rather than offends the psychologist
interested in chemistry and behavior. Dynamic nonlinear
models of gene action in neuroendocrinology illustrate
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the merits of a physiological and psychological interac
tionist approach (see Nyborg).
Crow draws a distinction between H x E interaction
which can and cannot be removed by a monotonic trans
formation and regards only the latter as "real." However,
to the developmentalist the judgment of which is real and
which is mere appearance cannot be made simply from
mathematical form. One must know how things actually
work. Only then can certain functional relationships be
regarded as trivial instances of apparent interaction,
while others are seen as profound. Likewise, the merits
or demerits of the idea mentioned by Goodnight and
championed by Falconer (1981) - that gene-environment
interaction can be subsumed under genetic correlation as
the proportion ofgenes acting in common in two environ
ments to determine two measures must be decided by
molecular biology, not by population genetics. I, for one,
very much doubt the veracity of this hypothesis because
the calculations assume additivity of genes and environ
ment within the corresponding environments, while al
lowing qualitative differences between environments.
Plomin's contention that main effects and interactions
are "independent" makes no sense from a developmental
perspective (Lewontin 1974; Oyama 1985). It is also
mathematically wrong for the case of a random effect
model that ought to be applied to a human population.
The two-way fixed effects ANOYA we use in laboratory
studies will separate the total variance into four separate
piles even when the true functional relationship is multi
plicative. Main effects are defined as being additive, and
interaction is defined as the departure from additivity. If
there is clearly Significant departure from additiVity, the
null hypothesis of additivity should be rejected outright.
Then there is no additivity at all and main effects are mere
artifacts ofthe algebra. IfH and E are multiplicative, then
100% of the relationship is H' E and none of it is additive.
Plomin's claim that in the target article the finding of
interaction had no effect on the main effects is mistaken.
As explained in section 7, I arbitrarily fixed the effect size
f of the largest main effect at 0.4 for every model so that
relative power could be better perceived. I also showed
in section 7 that, under the Y :::: H . E model the difference
between strain means in a one-way design depends on the
environment in which they are reared. If J strains with
values for heredity H equally spaced by h units are all
reared in E 1 = e then the standard deviation of strain
means is
_ he~a+l)(J-l)
ITH -

2

3

'

which includes the e term reflecting the rearing environ
ment. If they are instead reared in K different environ
ments, as in the target article,
_ (K+l) . he ~a+l)a-l)
2
2
3

ITn -

That is, multiplicative interaction increases the main
effect of strain by a factor (K + 1)/2. If this be seen as
independence, then new spectacles are in order.
. .•
The developmentalist seeking to understand functional
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needs better measurement of the fundamental
not just better statistics. Bookstein argues
for this and provides instructive examples in
applications of tensor biometrics (Bookstein
agree that two-way ANOVA does not really
measure of interaction in the strict sense.
should name the interaction mean squares an
Now, can we ever measure H, E and H x E
in their own units? For environment, many
t:l.ll.i:I,l1lj;01vi> of degrees oftemperature, mg/kg for a
:JjJllnp<me'nt, hours spent reading, and so on, are
£l.,. __ .,~' conceptualization and attempts at mea
environment in human behavior genetics
to he desired (Wachs 1983), but proper
possible. Heredity, especially the genetic
greater difficulty because it is inherently
For example, the "jimpy" Up) gene in mice
the normal allele by a substitution of an
a. guanine nucleotide base in the DNA (Nave
The genetic variable strongly affects the
of myelin proteolipid protein (Gardinier &
~988),but a measure of the protein is not a
trthe gene itself, nor is the amount or spatial
of myelin in the nerve bundle a measure of
.
numerous other genetic loci and in
; .•l3jlY"JUl'U~I\;'U processes combine to govern the
Q'eTlot1/ne must be a categorical variable, it
a dummy variable in a multiple
'V'4'Ll<H1VU for suitably designed experiments;
nrrm1l11P an index of H X E interaction. For
and Wahlsten (1988) found
brain weights (measured in milligrams) of
cWah2 mice declined linearly with litter
in number of pups). However, the slope of
ctloilsilip was significantly steeper when the mice
ovarian tissue grafted into an inbred
mg smaller for each additional pup)
l~,atte,d into an F 1 hybrid mother (3 mg/pup).
of the line in mg/pup a measure of the
whereas the 2mg/ pup difference
interaction? Neither is a measure.
is brain size of mice from litters of size
mice from litters of size 3, and so on. A
is then an inference drawn with the aid
across litters. Because the difference
zc'bet:w€:f'mdifferent litter sizes must represent
it may be seen as a pure
r"T1.rn'~nt alone, but the significant in
us to the fact that the value of5mg/pup is
. as well.
matter is raised by Carlier &
point out that inbred strains differ in
QmneJltas well as genotype and that conse
lU-/:>y-en'vir()nrnellt interaction cannot dis
gene-environment interaction and
maternal environment. They are abso
r.c',.. tlmT this. Henderson fails to make this
I myself have emphasized the
(G) and E effects in strain studies
and results confirming the importance
VIl',GnrneIlt have been reported from my
& Wahlsten 1988; Wahlsten

1983; Wainwright 1980). Is it fair and proper that I should
now be hoist on my own petard? In the target article I was
careful to talk about the heredity ofa strain and to use the
symbol H rather than the customary G found so per
vasively in behavior genetics texts, but apparently I was
not careful enough. There are passages, such as the
second paragraph of Section 4, where the distinction
between Hand G is obscure. In a factorial experiment
comparing inbred strains, heredity is "an operationally
defined entity which includes the usual direct chro
mosomal influence . . . plus the less-widely recognized
differences in maternal environment" (Wahlsten 1983, p.
220).
The studies by Carlier and her co-workers show how
the maternal environment itself can interact with geno
type. Psychologists are gradually becoming aware of the
importance of the very early environment for behavior
(e.g., Gutzke & Crews 1988; Smotherman & Robertson
1988). The comments ofCarlier & Marchaland as well as
Harrington pose a challenge for human adoption studies
because adopted away twins always share a prenatal
environment and the singleton adoptee spends at least
nine months in an environment provided by its genetic
mother. As if things were not already complicated
enough, we must now be aware of maternal effect genes
(Winslow et a1. 1988) and chromosomal imprinting (Reik
et al. 1987; Sapienza et a!. 1987). C'est la vie!
Crow and van Noordwijk suggest that gene effects may
be highly nonadditive at one level, the molecular level in
particular, and yet appear additive at another level.
Although these points are made in defense of heritability
analysis, they warrant careful study on their own merits
because of the developmental content. I cannot agree
with Crow's strong statement that "tiny increments of
anything are additive." This fundamental theorem of
calculus cannot explain the behavior of certain deter
ministic but nonlinear dynamic system~ of interactions
under conditions far from eqUilibrium - the realm of
so-called "chaos" (Gleick 1987; Grebogi et al. 1987). Such
systems are characterized by,a sensitive dependence
on initial conditions that makes long-term prediction
of macroscopic behavior such as weather all but impos
sible from the standpoint of a collection of locally acting
causes.
Hyperion, a moon ofSaturn, has an orbit so chaotic that
a measurement accurate to 10 digits would not be suffi
cient to know its location, even crudely, a mere two years
later (Killian 1989); it is safe to say that it will still be
orbiting Saturn, but for many asteriods the limits of their
. orbits are not assured. Th'e history of physical science on
the earth might read quite differently if Newton had sat
beneath a lurching, irregular Hyperion among a multi
tude ofmoons rather than the spherical solitaire he knew
so well. I suspect that Crow and Van Noordwijk are right
about definite nonadditivity at one level and apparent
additivity at another, and that chaos theory will prove
applicable to embryonic and social development alike. If
so, any claim that valuable information about mechanisms
of development can be gleaned from patterns of correla
tions among measures of the outcomes of development is
dubious. [See also Skarda & Freeman: "How brains make
chaos in order to make sense of the world" BBS 10(2)
(1987)J
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5. Should ANOVA be banned? Although Bookstein seems

to advocate a ban on AN OVA, I do not. Plomin attributes
to me the view that, because oftbe low power ofANOVA
to detect interaction, the traditional analysis of variance
model should be abandoned and the messenger shot.
Detterman echoes this view.
My opinion, as stated in the target article, is that (a) if a
researcher wants to use two-way ANOVA to test ad
ditivity, then 'a large sample size should be used to insure
sufficient power for the test of interaction, and (b) if the
functional relationship between two factors such as Hand
E is nonadditive and perhaps multiplicative, then it
makes no sense to ascribe a definite percentage of the
total variance to mutually exclusive and independent
causes. Thus, I maintain that the ANOVA is appropriate
in some situations but not in others. In section 13 of the
target article, I suggest that it is useful in the "early
phases of investigation." While sympathizing with the
view of Cheverud that the main problem is not so much
with ANOVA as with developmental theory, I am sen
sitive to the criticism by Bullock that calling for larger
sample sizes may' serve to perpetuate the "undue
hegemony of ANOVA" in psychology,
Especially in a one-way research design, partitioning
the variance can be very helpful. Knowledge that cog
nitive gender diffetences sometimes account for a paltry
1% of total test score variance (Hyde 1981) and that the
magnitude of the difference is approaching the vanishing
point (Feingold 1988) can and should inform current
debate about gender discrimination in education and
hiring. Estimating the strength of an effect, which im
plicitly requires a partition of variance, allows us to make
a wise choice of sample size on the basis of power
calculations. When two or more factors vary simul
taneously, however, the difficulties with ANOVA multi
ply and the tidy division of variance loses credibility.
6. What good Is heritability? While advocating a flexible
approach to data analysis and ANOVA, I, along with
Hirsch, see the net contribution of the concept of
heritability in behavior genetics as negative. Bookstein
also expresses concern that without a better understand
ing of functional relations path modelling "is actively
misleading." Kempthorne urges that most of the liter
ature on heritability of human behavior be ignored.
Other commentators, however, offer a spirited defence of
this controversial h 2 •
Heritability is central to human behavior genetics as it
is commonly practised, but Bullock finds it difficult to
believe my representation ofthe field is accurate. I direct
him to the comments of Crow, Detterman, Henderson
and Plomin, and to the leading text by Plomin et al.
(1980), for up-to-date examples. McGuffin & Katz
wonder whether any behavior geneticist really sees the
estimation of h 2 as an end in itself or cares whether the
value is 0.8 or 0.6 or 0.4. Here we can examine the two
most recent semi-official overviews of the field in the
Annual Review of Psychology, Henderson (1982) pres
ents numerous estimates of the heritability ofIQ, person
ality, and psychopathology. He gives a tentative estimate
that narrow heritability of IQ might be "between .3 and
.6," and he points out that more recent studies using
better methodology yield lower heritability values.
Loehlin et a1. (1988) question Henderson's interpretation
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of history and, on the basis of even more recent data,
assert: "It now appears that heritability estimates of
general intelligence are back up again, .." (p. 103) and
have "reversed the trend toward lower heritability esti
mates" (p. 104). Peer commentary on the Plomin and
Daniels target article in BBS [10 (1) 1987] also reveals
some who care a great deal about the precise numerical
value.
It is sometimes suggested that heritability analysis is
. justified because a finding of H X E interaction is a rare
occurrence. Plomin, echoed by Detterman, argues this
point. Carlier & Marchaland note the low prevalence of
reports of genuine gene-environment interaction in be
havior genetics. In weighing the evidence, we should
keep in mind that, in the pages of a journal like Behavior
Genetics, few serious attempts to test for H X E or GxE
interaction are to be· found at all. The most common
design used by laboratory researchers in this field is a
genetic crossing or selection experiment with all subjects
reared in similar circumstances. We must also contend
with the zeitgeist in the field so well satirized by Salsburg
(1985); "having a significant interaction is a little like
eating chicken with your fingers in public or wearing
track shoes to a wedding. Somehow it is all your fault, and
you are not quite sure what you have done wrong." He
claims that "editors scream your experiment is no good"
when presented with interactions. I have heard tales of
this happening to my friends, and it has certainly hap
pened to me. There may be a reporting bias in the
literature.
Among active behavior genetics researchers, our two
most senior colleagues, Benson Ginsburg and John Paul
Scott, began their studies on mouse social behavior with
discrepant findings (Ginsburg & Allee 1942; Scott 1942)
produced by interaction with rearing and testing condi
tions (Ginsburg 1967). Ginsburg has been an interac
tionist even since, so we might posit a critical period for
acquiring a developmental perspective. In any instruc
tive review of research on early experience and mouse
strains, Erlenmeyer-Kimling (1972) noted that "gene
environment interactions are numerous and ... treat
ment effects are frequently reversed in direction for
different genotypes." (p. 201) I have not done a rigorous
count, but I am impressed by the large number of my
colleagues who have reported or discussed interactions
recently (e.g. Crabbe et a1. 1988j Donovick & Burright
1984j Goodlett et al. 1987; Graf 1987; Satinder & Sterling
1983j Wilson & Sinha 1985; Zacharko et al. 1987). Others
are mentioned in the target article. Detterman's claim
about "the absence of persuasive data indicating tllat
interactions are important to a behavior genetic model" is
an incredible statement that is a denial of the literature,
not a review of it. Those who are blind to the existence of
interaction will never progress to a discussion of more
challenging issues, such as the distinction between in
teraction and separability mentioned by Bookstein and
elaborated by Gregorious and Namkoong (1987).
In future, anyone who does review the literature on H
X E interaction would be well advised to assess not only
whether the interaction F ratio was significant at a = 0.0.5
but what the power ofthe test was. Examples in the target
article suggest that reports of significant interaction will
tend to be infrequent even when Hand E are not
additive. When power is low, results will also be difficult
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LOCOMOTOR ACTIVITY

Open
Field
Crabbe,
,et al.
(1982)

Shuttle
Box
Oliverio,
et a\.
(1973)

Shullie
Box
Crabbe,
et a\.
(1982)

Arena

Runway

Simmel &
Elefther.
(1977)

Peeler &
Nowak.
(1987)

'(Wahlsten) Locomotor activity in five studies of the
binant inbred mouse strains and their two pro
In each study, the standard deviation of the nine
determined. The value of z represents the
otl;ta~ldalrd deviations by which a strain mean differed
of all nine strains in the study in question. The
assessed locomotor activity in either an open
et al. 1982; Moisset 1977), a shuttle box without
etal.1982;OliverioetaI.1973), an arena
1977) or a straight runway (Peeler &
1987). Abbreviations: B, BALB/cByJ; C,
; D,CXBD/By; E, CXBE/By; G, CXBG/By; H,
('::XBIIBy; J, CXBJ/By; K, CXBK/By.

was

soPlomin's .claim that failure to replicate
,•• H X E literature supports my thesis. Even
, isa point he failed to mention: Main eHects
replicate either. That is, the rank orders of
similar tests of behavior often differ greatly
1a[)OT<ltO)ies (Wahlsten 1978). Figure 1 presents
values of motor activity of the seven
inbred strains and their two
five laboratories. The C57BLl6ByJ strain
and BALB/cByJ is generally low, but the
far less consistency. Such discrepant
"tYI:tic:ate a'strong interaction of strain with either
conditions. Peeler (1986) has shown
hmriltt,,..,the apparent genetic influence
on the time of day when testing is
,PYI"IPT'jprlf'P in the apparatus. As Hirsch
asmall fraction of possible interactions
IlSsess,ed in our experiments, but those
in a factorial design can intrude nonethe
replication in different situations quite
, contends that low power to detect
not mean it must be present every
disagree. However, low power does
to detect or replicate an interaction
the factors are additive.
of informative interactions has been
consistency in the field of
in studies of mouse genes such as
et al. 1988), "obese" (Bellward
and "staggerer" (Guastavino 1988),
of wheat (Roberts & Larson 1985)
d~"'1Un!U:l_ the garden pea (Reid & Mudet

1977). Numerous studies of developmental genetics sup
port Bullock's argument that H x E interactions are likely
to occur in nature. Goodall also says we should expect to
find some interaction.
Given this, we could insist that the statistical hypoth
esis of nonadditivity be treated as the nuB hypothesis and
that· additivity be seriously entertained only when the
null hypothesis can be firmly rejected. This would not
require any revolution in mathematics. Simply do a
transformation of the data before every ANOVA and ask
whether the interaction is Significant. If Hand E really
are additive, this should create an interaction that could
be removed by a suitable reverse transformation. On the
other hand, if power were very low, the transformation
would be of little consequence either way. Goodall
proposes that transformation be regarded as an integral
part of data analysis and that alternative models with and
without transformation be routinely considered in studies
of heredity and environment. This could strengthen
many studies. My opposition to ad hoc transformations
applies to studies where only one analysis of a trans
formed measure is presented to the reader as the only
reasonable interpretation of the data.
Detterman, Henderson, and Plomin assert strongly
that no H X E interaction has been demonstrated with
humans. The immense literature on well-established
Mendelian disorders refutes them decisively. For phe
nylketonuria and similar metabolic disorders, the child
with two recessive genes is less able to regulate the levels
of important substances in the blood and is nwre sensitive
to variations in the diet. Whether the genetic defect
would also interact with psychological treatments, as
suggested by Henderson, is difficult to know because
ethics forbid that a healthy child should be deliberately
subjected to a poor education in the name of science. In
the ethereal realm of "polygenic" behaviors-where genes
cannot be identified or counted, no conclusive test of
specific GxE interaction exists. Nevertheless, in the
study of psychopathology, it is often claimed that geno
type determines susceptibility 0; vulnerability to the
induction of psychosis by adverse experience (Kendler &
Eaves 1986; Schulsingeret al. 1987; Tienari et al. 1987). If
all is additive, why do psychiatrists bother with this
blatantly interactionist theory?
When the possibility of H X E interaction is acknowl
edged, Detterman and Plomin insist that h2 is still good
because the interaction accounts for relatively little vari
ance. Crow proves h 2 expected with additivity is only
slightly less when a multiplica,tive model is used, and with
several types of transformation. Cheverud's position that
interaction does not greatly bias the value of h2 appears
confirmed here, although there are other situations
where the bias can be larger (Lathrope et al. 1984). Better
support for the central thesis of the target article can
hardly be imagined. Crow proves that the h2 coefficient
derived from parent-offspring regression is insensitive to
the underlying structure of the data. Hence, h 2 cannot
help us discover that structure or gain deeper insights
into the nature of development. Looking at his model
from the standpoint of an interactionist, let us inquire
about the effects of chapging the environment by the
same amount for every child in the population. The
additive model says that every child's phenotype should
increase by the same amount. For the multiplicative
BEHAVIORAL AND BRAIN SCIENCES (1990) 13:1
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model, we need some numbers. Suppose both Hand E
factors have means of3. 0 and standard deviations of 1.0 in
the population, and that Hand E are uncorrelated. Now
add 2.0 to each child's E value. For a child with a low H ='
1.0, the phenotype will increase by only 2 units, whereas
a lucky one with H = 5.0 will increase by 10 units, fully
five times the increase for the less fortunate peer. Being
oblivious to the functional relation between Hand E,
heritability analysis cannot predict the effect ofchanging
the environment.
However Crow, Goodnight, and Kempthorne assure
us that h2 is useful in predicting the response to selective
breeding, even when Hand E are not at aU additive.
Sometimes the. prediction is quite good, yet there are
instances, especially with teproductive traits, when re
sponse to selection falls ~hort of expectations from the h2
value (Nordskog 19711. Wright's (1978) assessment of
several decades ofwork on animal breeding also warrants
caution. One particular shortcoming of the straightfor
ward heritability approach is that it may hold for the first
few generations of selection, but it cannot predict when
or where the selection limit will be reached or whether
there will be asymmetry ofresponse in high and low lines.
Strictly speaking, h 2 from parent-offspring regression
really does not predict anything. Suppose we estimate h2
by computing the regression of the mean score of the
parents on the mean score of their offspring. Hill (1970)
has demonstrated that the most efficient way to estimate
h2 is inJact to do a selection experiment for only one
generation. Selection is essentially a parent-offspring
regression study where the middle-scoring parents are
not included. Perhaps one generation of selection can
predict the response to selection in the next generation.
This tells us simply that the properties of the population
do not change much in one generation, whatever the true
developmental relationship between Hand E.
Cheverud and Lipp argue that calculation ofh2 can be a
useful starting point because it provides evidence of
genetic variation, whereas McGuffin and Katz recom
mend its use as a diagnostic aid in seeking forms of a
heterogeneous disorder that may be heritable. Two ob
jections come to mind. First, in studies of selective
breeding or inbred strains, genuine chromosomal genetic
effects cannot be distinguished from maternal environ
ment effects (Carrier & Marchaland) or cytoplasmic
inheritance. Likewise, twin studies are contaminated by
covariance, cytoplasmic and uterine environment effects,
and adoption studies are affiicted with covariance and
stubborn maternal environment effects. Because h2 is
supposed to reflect only Mendelian gene effects in the
numerator (Falconer 1981), it should not be reported
unless other hereditary factors can be positively ex
cluded. Second, evidence of putative genetic variation
requiring further study can be shown with general pur
pose statistics. The approximate extent of hereditary
variation among inbred strains or selected lines can be
neatly summarized by estimated (.\)2 (Hays 1988). If MZ
twins show a much higher intra-class correlation than DZ
twins or if parent-offspring regression is substantial, the
presence of hereditary variation is a reasonable bet.
Precisely what kind of hereditary mechanism are in
volved generally cannot be known solely from a strain or
twin study. These kinds of experiments ought to be
regarded as preludes to a more comprehensive study.
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Unfortunately, the h 2 coefficient is bound up with a very
specific genetic theory, and citing a number for h2 implies
to many readers in psychology that they have just beheld
the finale. What h2 means to Falconer (1981) or Plomin et
al. (1989) is automatically conveyed to a psychology stu
dent familiar with these authorities, even though the
writer himself does not take the precise value of h2 too
seriously. What h2 means to those with less education, I
shudder to think.
Crow regards h 2 analysis as a useful, albeit indirect,
approach to assessing the impact of environmental varia
tion, e 2 • In this vein, Heath et al. (1985) use h2 values to
draw conclusions about changes in schooling in Norway,
and Plomin and Daniels (1987) cite results ofpath analysis
to support their proposal that personality is unaffected by
experiences common to members ofa family. I cannot see
how global statements about environmental variance tell
us anything more about the specific actions ofexperience
than the global h 2 tells us about the number, lbcation, and
physiological characteristics of relevant genes. As Wachs
(1983) and Bookstein aver, to learn how environment
affects the development of behavior we must have accu
rate measures of relevant features of experience. Fur
thermore, heredity and environment are not the only
sources ofindividual differences ina population. Durable
and noteworthy variations in the structure of an organism
can emerge via processes internal to the embryo that are
neither hereditary nor responses to local variations in the
environment. (Kurnit et al. 1987; Lewontin 1982;
Wahlsten 1987b; 1989b). With three sources ofindividual
differences the potency of one cannot be specified by
studying another.
Goodnight suggests that the absolute value ofh2 is not
particularly useful but that the relative magnitudes of
additive genetic and dominance variance have some rele
vance. Crow and van Noordwijk see a role for h2 in
evolutionary theory, and Crow thinks evolution must
proceed gradually, in small, additive increments. On the
other hand, several theorists see a close link between
development and evolution, and, from this perspective,
question the neoDarwinian dogma (Ho & Fox 1988). As
suggested by van Noordwijk, phenotypic plasticity can
playa very important role in molding an organism to its
niche (Cavalli-Sforza 1974; Greene 1989); hence, gene
environment interaction should be central to evolution
ary theory (e.g., Via & Lande 1985).
Finally, McGuffin and Katz suggest that my discussion
of a link between heritability and eugenics sets up a straw
man, and they claim no reputable human behavior genet
icist would use heritability for eugenic purposes. It seems
to me that the link between h 2 and selective breeding is
inherent in a quantitative genetic model and has little to
do with reputation. Because of this link, the heritability
coefficient is not ethically neutral when it is computed for
human IQ. Even if the scientists doing the computation
are not proponents of eugenics, others may and probably
will vulgarize their writings for eugenic purposes (Stein
1988). Within recent memory, some quite reputable
geneticists have promoted selective sterilization of
people with low inteUigence (see Hirsch 1981; Nanney
1986). Today the .Pioneer Fund seeks to advance its
program of "racial betterment" (Lichtenstein 1977; May
1960) through large grants to seyeral members of the
Behavior Genetics Association (McCann & Currie 1989).
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of controversy should not be brushed aside as
of bias. The target article, Plomin says,
behavioral geneticists, including himself
considered GxE" and have been "ignoring
llr''UJ,~vf'r, the target article in section 4 credits
than Plomin et al. (1977) with proposing a
2 test of interaction. It cites flve other items
senior author. My article states that in
rl.,. ... Pl~lf''' "the problem is not a lack of under
the importance of interaction in theory.
a divergence of opinion about its occur
reality." The commentaries prove the latter
I also stated in the target article, the problem of
"generally understood by expert statisti
by Eaves et al. (1977) is cited as an
HjeIlCler:50n quotes a sentence written by John
to my 1979 paper to show how behav
supposedly knew all about interaction 10
However, my 1979 paper did not raise the
of ANOVA to detect interaction. Further
ly now to repeat Fuller's next sentence in
concerning interactions: "It is good to be
overlooking their existence may lead to
.,,,..,,,,,,JUi) and premature generalization" (Fuller

tates that 1 set out to denigrate heritability. It
that way to some people, so let me emphasize
made about the low power to detect H x E
apply to any kind of two-way or higher order
Hirsch is right that assigning a percentage to
variance confronts the same problems as
As van Noordwijk instructs, the same issues
want to partition environmental sources of
"","'"U""l stresses that ANOVA is perfectly gen
...p~:n""t Dudley presents three cells of an ideal
With four groups. The fourth cell, chil
favorable homes but adopted into rela
homes, has now been filled in an excellent
by France (Capron & Duyme 1989). The
provided by going from a poor background
environment was comparable to the
transfer in the opposite direction.
interaction was not Significant, but it suf
very problem of low power discussed in
of gravity. The parody of Newton's law
attention. Lipp was struck by the meaning

missed Detterman. We should thank
graphs, because they bolster the
from Figure 2(a) in the target article.
Detterman want to see results when
of mass and distance are used, so 1
PY1"pr·;n'l"'......~"',. in section 6 of the
burly assistants and sent them
""'LV." I field to gather data. Unfurtunately,
error variance, and nothing was signif~
we only need to know the mass of
in order to calculate a person's weight
is constant throughout the universe.
£'Olmcmt()n, Alberta, on the planet earth.
tell me my weight? van Noordwijk

says a choice between models is determined by practical
purposes and becomes most important when we want to
extrapolate. Newton's law speaks to this matter, too. It
could not be decisively verified by reference to the facts
used to formulate the law, no matter how closely data and
theory matched. It had to predict something new. This
took place in 1846 when Leverrier used Newton's law to
predict the location ofan unknown planet from perturba
tions in the orbit of Uranus and then the existence of
Neptune was confirmed by Galle and d'Arrest at the
Berlin observatory using Leverrier's coordinates
(Grosser 1979), What could be less practical than the
exuberant delight of star gazers at this brilliant feat? It
didn't really make much practical difference until the era
of rocket journeys over 100 years later. Fortunately for
us, the likes of Newton, Edmund Halley, and their
followers would settle for nothing less than truth. On this
day, August 25, 1989, the Voyager II space satellite flew
past Neptune, guided by knowledge of a law of nature
that predicted because it explained.
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